
FIT TO BE A DOCTOR?
INVITATION TO LAUNCH EVENT

The benchmark test for students considering a career in medicine

Find out if you have the skills and aptitude to become a doctor

Anglo Schools International Services (ASIS), together with Amber Education are

delighted to invite you to the launch of

FIT TO BE A DOCTOR?

The launch takes place on

Tuesday 11th July 2017
at The British Consulate in Hong Kong

at 2.00pm

The event consists of a series of seminars followed by a press conference and reception.

Please see the attached itinerary for further details of the seminars and events.

Fit to be a Doctor? is an innovative new careers test developed by The Medic Portal

in association with the Royal Society of Medicine in the UK. The test is designed for

14 – 18 year olds considering a career in medicine. It examines both the academic

and non-academic skills which medical schools look for when recruiting student

doctors. The test is delivered online over 90 minutes using technology supplied by

our partners, Pearson VUE, at approved centres in Hong Kong and China.

Every year 90,000 young people apply to study medicine on English-speaking courses

in China and thousands more apply to medical schools in the UK and the United

States. However, many of these candidates are unsuccessful in gaining a place.



Fit to be a Doctor? is an invaluable tool to help analyse students’ individual strengths

and to guide them in the areas of personal development where there may be room

for improvement.

ASIS is a UK-based education services company, the developers of the British

Universities and Secondary Schools Achievements Tests (BUSSATs) and the suites of

entry tests, BUSSATs Evaluator tests and a series of career advisory tests. Amber

Education is one of the leading education consultancies in Hong Kong, China and

London.

The Royal Society of Medicine has a long-established position as a provider of high-

quality continuing postgraduate education and learning to the medical

profession. The Medic Portal is the definitive resource and training provider for both

aspiring medics and those that advise them. Officially partnered with the Royal

Society of Medicine, it is the UK’s leading platform for those applying to get into

Medicine.

The itinerary for the launch is attached. Please let us know if you are able to attend

by replying to enquiries@bussats.com or by clicking on this link and filling in the form

https://goo.gl/forms/BO4nkTepIPbjhvWm2
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